WARNING

1.) Read the instructions carefully before assembly and use of the walker. Keep instructions for future use.
2.) Never leave child unattended. Always keep child in view while in walker.
3.) Use only on flat surfaces free of objects that could cause the walker to tip over.
4.) To avoid burns, keep the child away from hot liquids, ranges, radiators, space heater, fireplaces, etc.
5.) This baby walking frame is intended to be used by children who can sit unaided, approximately from 6 months. It is not intended for children weighing more than 12kg.
6.) STAIR HAZARD:
    Avoid serious injury or death.
    Block stairs/steps securely before using walker.
7.) Do not use the walker if it is damaged or broken.
8.) Do not use until baby can sit up by itself.
9.) Should you have any questions about your baby walker or experience any difficulties, please contact the retailer from which you purchased the product; your local retailer is in the best position to promptly address any requirements.
10.) The baby walker complies with ASTM F977-12.

Care and Maintenance:

1.) Never force mechanisms or moving parts. If you are not sure what to do, refer to the instructions.
2.) Clean plastic and metal parts with a damp cloth or a light detergent. Clean safety rubbers regularly to maintain stopping performance. Do not use solvents, ammonia or petrol.
3.) Regularly check unit to ensure no parts are loose or broken.
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1. PARTS IDENTIFICATION

- FABRIC SEAT
- MUSICAL TOY TRAY
- HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT MECHANISM
- TUBE
- PLASTIC CONNECTION PART
- BOTTOM RIM
- GLOBAL WHEELS
- RUBBER PADS

2. CARTON CONTENTS:

- WALKER FRAME X1PC
- MUSICAL TOY TRAY X1PC
- SHAKE-REDUCING STOPPER WHEELS X2PCS
- FABRIC SEAT X1PC
- RUBBER PADS X6PCS
- GLOBAL WHEELS X2PCS

3. ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION

1) ASSEMBLY OF THE PARTS UNDER THE BOTTOM RIM
According to Fig 1, insert those 8 rubber pads onto their positions. As the picture shown on Fig 2, insert the global wheels into the holes under the front bottom. Finally, insert those two shake-reducing stopper wheels into the holes under the rear bottom according to Fig 3. All of the parts are fixed completely as shown on Fig 4.

2) ASSEMBLY OF FABRIC SEAT
Firstly, insert those 5 pins in the front of seat into the holes on the upper tray referring to Fig 5&6. Then put those belts with buckle at the back of seat through the holes on the upper tray according to Fig 7&8, the belt is fixed firmly as Fig 9 shown. The fabric seat is fixed completely as shown on Fig 10.

3) ASSEMBLY OF TOY TRAY:
1) Use a screwdriver to unscrew the battery cover (See Fig 11).
2) Insert two 1.5V batteries inside, ensure correct polarity (See Fig 12).
3) Screw battery cover back on.

4. FUNCTION:

1) (See Fig 1&2)
To adjust walker to desired position (3 positions available), place one hand on the top of walker and turn the red button on the height adjustment mechanism beneath the top tray by 90 degrees with other hand then push up the button to adjust height position. Release the button, it will return to original position, the mechanism is locked automatically.

2) MUSICAL TOY TRAY: The music will come out after you fix the batteries by pressing the buttons on the toy tray (See Fig 3).
3) GLOBAL FRONT WHEELS: Two front wheels can walk globally (See Fig 4).
4) SAFETY RUBBER PADS: Safety rubber pads for avoiding children falling down the stairs or tipping over in walker (See Fig 5).
5) SHAKE-REDUCING STOPPER WHEELS: Shake-reducing stopper wheels with bouncing system to stop the walker while the center of gravity comes to the rear wheels (See Fig 5).
6) FOLDABLE WALKER: The walker can be folded compactly to save space (See Fig 6).